of Medicine of Seoul National University in 1953. When he was a senior medical student, he was deeply impressed by the lectures on X-rays of the then head professor, Choong Sam Cho, who is the founder of Korean radiology. This experience served as the impetus for Kim to become a radiologist. He became a teaching assistant of Seoul National University in 1953 and was sent to the University of Minnesota as a visiting professor of the Radiology Department in 1955 and came back after he passed the American Board of Radiology exam in 1957. After he became a full-time lecturer in 1958, many people let out a sigh of admiration whenever he described cases in native English with his tall and majestic physique and smart dress (Fig. 1) . He became an assistant professor in 1964, associate professor in 1969, and professor in 1976. He retired in 1989 (Fig. 2) .
Prof. Kim married a classmate, Joong Sook Hwang, who is a radiologist and otolaryngologist. He had two sons and one daughter. The two sons graduated from Seoul National University College of Medicine and became a radiologist and an internal physician, respectively. His daughter graduated from Ewha University (Fig. 3) .
By the mid-1960s, Prof. Kim already had enough interest and knowledge in ultrasound to be able to teach medical students, well before diagnostic ultrasound devices had entered Korea, which provided important momentum to the early development of diagnostic ultrasound in Korea. In 1978, Prof. Kim opened diagnostic ultrasound rooms in Seoul National University Hospital (SNUH) with the then cutting-edge grayscale ultrasound machine (Picker 80L, Picker International, Irving, TX, USA), which along with another machine at Chung-Ang University Hospital, was the first to be made available in Korea. In addition, during his term as head professor of the Radiology Department of SNUH (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) , he contributed to the development of domestic medical imaging devices as well as the diagnosis of diseases by installing the first Korean-made 2-Tesla MR imaging machine (Gold Star Company, Seoul, Korea) at SNUH. 
Academic Activities Korean Society of Radiology (KCR)
Prof
Korean Society of Ultrasound in Medicine (KSUM) KSUM establishment
With the rapidly growing popularity of grayscale ultrasound in the late 1970's, Prof. Kim was busy giving lectures in professional societies and medical centers and developing lecture handouts, which contributed to the rapid spread of ultrasound usage among Korean medical doctors. The establishment of a dedicated society for ultrasound began to be actively discussed and strongly supported by Korean radiologists. On May 10, 1980 at 2 PM, the historic inaugural meeting of the KSUM was held at SNUH (Fig. 4) . He contributed enormously to the growth of the KSUM as its president in the first four terms from 1980 to 1988. In 1982, the first volume of the Journal of the Korean Society of Ultrasound in Medicine was issued thanks to the efforts of Prof. Kim and Dr. Byun Ihn Choi, the then Secretary of the KSUM.
Jisan Lecture
The Jisan Lecture was launched in 1997 to honor Prof. Kim's remarkable contributions to our profession, and since then, it has become the most significant and popular plenary session of the KSUM. Its major goal is to share up-to-date knowledge with KSUM participants through invited lectures by eminent speakers with remarkable achievements in the field of ultrasound. 
One million dollar donation

Jisan Hall
In 2013, the KSUM named the great hall of the new office "Jisan Hall" to commemorate and honor his academic and financial contributions to the KSUM.
Asian Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (AFSUMB)
In July 1985, Prof. Kim was elected the AFSUMB acting director. He was elected vice-president of the AFSUMB in November 1985 and as the incoming president of the AFSUMB in June 1987 when the 1st AFSUMB Congress was held in Japan. Finally, he became the AFSUMB president in 1989 at the 2nd AFSUMB Congress held in Bali. At the 3rd AFSUMB Congress that was held in Seoul, he contributed to its great success (15 countries, 1,600 participants) as the organizing committee chair (Fig. 5) . He made enormous Ever since completing his professorate, he always called himself an old solder and did not lose the virtue of contemplation and modesty with his disciples. On the other hand, he always emphasized that Korean radiology still had much greater advancement to achieve and supported Korean radiology unsparingly. He was delighted to remain a radiologist all his life, always expecting the best out of Korean radiology, and was a great name in the history of Korean radiology. His work is due our utmost respect.
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